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A conservativegeneralization of the Budden wave tunneling problem in an inhomogeneous
medium is considered.The model describesthe interaction betweenan electromagneticwave
and a “ballistic,” wavelike perturbation mediating betweenthe incident and reflected
electromagneticwave channels.The transmission and reflection coefficientsof the
electromagneticwave passingthe interaction region are the sameas in the classicalBudden
problem, while the bahistic mode carries the remainder of the energy flux. The theory is
illustrated in the caseof a whistler mode passinga local cyclotron resonanceby propagating
along a magnetizedelectron beam. The theory is also generalizedto include other types of
couplings, as those occurring in wave transformation problems at ion-cyclotron resonances,
when the magnitude of the magnetic field has gradients along the field itself. The minority ion
cyclotron heating problem for arbitrary direction of the gradient of the cyclotron frequency is
studied as an example of such a generalizedproblem.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the basic problems of the theory of waves in
weakly inhomogeneousplasmas is the back-to-back cutoffresonanceproblem described by the famous normalized
Budden equation’
$+

1+x
E=O,
(1)
s>
(
where E representsthe electromagneticfield, 7 is a real constant characterizing the interaction of the held with the
background plasma, s = kG is the normalized coordinate,
and kOis the constant wave vector describingthe asymptotic
behavior of E at Ix/-+ to. Physically, the Budden equation
describeslinear transformations of an electromagneticwave
in a spatially varying dispersivemedium as the wave passes
the resonanceat x = 0. Examplesof severalwave phenomena describedby Eq. ( 1) can be found in fluid theories of
wavesin magnetoactiveplasmas.For instance, consider the
cold electron whistler wave propagating in the direction of
the magnetic field. The homogeneousplasma dispersion relation in this caseis
(ck/u)* = 1 - o;/w(w - tic),
(2)
where tip and w, are the electron plasma and cyclotron frequencies, respectively. Thus, if the magnetic field varies
slowly along its direction, so that in the vicinity of the cyclotron resonancewe can write w - 0, = x/L,, replacementof
k in Eq. (2) by the operator - i(d/dx) yields the wave
equation of form ( 1) with k, = w/c and v= - w$~,,/c.
The existenceof the singularity in Eq. ( 1) introduces an
ambiguity in the solution, which can, however, be conveniently removedby adding a small imaginary constant to the
resonantdenominator. In this case,solutions of Eq. ( 1) are
well known’ and can be expressedin terms of confluent hypergeometricfunctions. Asymptotically, far from the resonance, the generalsolution is
E = a, exp(is) + a- exp( - is)
= a+ exp(ik,x) + cr- exp( - ik,x),
24
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(3)

where the two terms are interpreted as wavespropagatingin
opposite directions (“positive” and “negative” wavesin the
following) with constant amplitudesa + and a _ definedby
the boundary conditions. For instance, in many applications, one excites a positive wave at - 00, while there is no
source for the left wave at + a3,Then only part of the positive wave flux will be transmitted through the resonanceand
the transmission coefficient is
,f*=

la.+{ + oo)/a+( - c=3)l*=exp( --z+l).

(4)

In addition to the transmission,someof the incident positive
wave energy flux may be reflected into the negative wave
channel. The reflection takes place only if 7 < 0 and the reflection coefficient is then
(5)
For v> 0, 55’= 0. It can be seenimmediately that the total
energyflux is not conservedin either of the above-mentioned
possibilities, i.e., J@ + ,%”< 1. Various physical expianations of this apparent violation of the flux conservationcan
be found in the literature.3 All are associatedwith the physics of the removal of the singularity (resonance)at s = 0 in
Eq. ( 1). One approach in dealing with the phenomenonis
basedon a more accurate description of the resonanceregion, where many small effects,such as the collisional damping, nonlinearity, and thermal spread, may becomeimportant. Another physical approach to the solution of the
energy flux conservationproblem is basedon modifying the
Budden equation by increasing its differential order, thus
introducing new energy flow channels, capableof carrying
the missing energy flux. The most successfulsuch generalization is the tunneling equation:
g2=

(a- (-

$+A*s[

03)/a+

$+(1

(-

++I

CO)~*= (1 -f2)2.

=o.

(61

It was first studied by Erokhin4 and later usedby Ngan and
Swanson’in applications to the tunneling at ion cyclotron
harmonics. The asymptotic solution of Eq. (6) is
@ 1991 American Institute of Physics
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E = a+ exp(is) + a- exp( - is)

+ IsI - “4CE+ exp[i(W /3))s]3’21
+ E- exp[ - i(W/3)jsj3’2]).

(7)
The two new wavesin (7) are carrying the energy flux missing in the original Budden problem, so that the tunneling
equation describesa conservative mode conversion phenomenon. Extensive discussion of the tunneling equation and
the review of its applications to various specific examplesin
plasma physics can be found in Ref. 6.
In the present work we discuss another conservative
generalization of the Budden equation, namely, the system

(8)
where u(s) is an additional field (mode) coupled to E, the
real constant Uplays the role of the “velocity” of field u (see
below ), and E is a complex coupling constant. Note that for
U = 0, u can be eliminated from the system,yielding Eq. ( 1) .
Nevertheless, in contrast to the Budden equation, system
(8) yields a conservation law
+ U/v)* = const,
J= 2 Im E*$
(9)
(
>
where the first term is the usual electromagneticenergy flux,
while the second term representsthe “kinetic” energy flux
associatedwith the field v, and U can be interpreted as the
velocity of this field. Following Ref. 7, we shall refer to the
field u as the streaming or “ballistic” mode. Section II of the
present work will be devoted to the analysis of Eq. (8). We
shall demonstrate in that section that the transmission and
reflection coefficients in the electromagnetic channels remain the sameas in the original Budden problem. Equation
(9) assuresthen that the remainder of the wave flux is transferred to the ballistic mode. We shall conclude Sec. II by a
physical example describedby the model system ( 8).
Section III of the present work is devoted to a generalization of Eqs. (8). We consider the system

--dE+
ds

iE,

U@+iRsu=

tion of the negativewave, and the coupling constantsin each
of the interactions may be different. We shall show later
(Sec. IV) that this type of coupling is characteristic of wave
transformation problems at ion cyclotron resonancewhen
the gradient of the magnitude of the magnetic field at the
resonancehas a component along the field itself.
II. SIMPLE COUPLING TO A BALLISTIC MODE

Prior to solving the simple ballistic mode coupling problem describedby Eq. (8)) it is instructive to investigate the
associatedlocal dispersion relation:
(1 -k’)(kU+Rs)
+ )e12=0,
(12)
where we defined R = 1E]2/q. Various branchesof the solution k = k(s) of this equation are shown in Fig. 1. Asymptotically, for large s (or, alternatively, for zero coupling) we
obtain electromagnetic and ballistic solutions k = f 1 and
k = - Rs/U. As in the Budden problem, we interpret the
different signs of k in the electromagnetic channel as corresponding to the positive and negative waves, respectively,
while the sign of U determines the direction of propagation
of the ballistic mode. The arrows in Fig. 1 show the directions of possible energy flows in the system. We observein
the figure that for some casesthe energy transformations in
the problem can be dealt with by splitting the whole process
into two successivepairwise mode conversionstaking place
in the vicinity of the crossingsa and b. Indeed, for sufficiently small couplings, and when the crossingsare well separated
(see below) the third-order system can be reduced’in the
vicinity of the crossings to the conventional second-order
mode conversion problems characterized by the system

+- 2iLE.L = &,
ds

dv’
iU- (Rs f U)v’ = @El,
ds

(13)

where plus and minus correspondto the vicinity of crossings
a,orb (pointss, = - U/R ands, = + U/R in Fig. 1) and
(EJ) = (E’,u’)exp( f is). Equation (13) has well-known
asymptotic solutions that can be used in order to construct

= - ie, v,

-i(E*,E+

+&Em

1,

where Pis either + 1 or - 1, R is a real constant [seebelow
( 12) 1, and E* are constants. It can be easily checked that
(10) reduces to (8) if P= 1, E, =E- =e/fi,
and
E = (E + + E _ )/$. The energy flux conservation in system ( 10) has a physically transparent form
IE, I2 - PIE- I2 + Ulv12 = const.
(11)
Thus, we can still interpret the more general system ( 10) as
describing the coupling of the positive and negative waves
(E + and E _ ) via the single ballistic mode v, but the parameter P now allows one to control the direction of propaga-

FIG. 1. Local dispersion curves k(s) associated with system (8): (a)
U,R>O; (b) U<O,R>O.
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the asymptotic solution of the original system (8). Indeed,
supposethat point s = 0 can be viewed as an asymptotic
point with respect to the two crossings, Then we have

[$;;‘I =M..[E),!--)l)
Eu:t
:+mo;)]
=Mc[~~;~,;)],

u(s) =

sC
IC

Rek

A(k)exp( - iks)dk,
(15)

V(k)exp( - iks)dk,

where the contour Cis chosenin the complex k plane so that
all vanish at the end points of the
integration. Substitution of ( 15) into (8) and integration by
parts then yields
(1 -k’)A=&

A, V, dA /dk, and dV/dk

Arg

FIG. 2. Contours in the complex k plane used in the general solution (20)
for field v(s). The branch cut is shown by dots.

contours Ci in the k plane that can be used in finding independentsolutions of ( 8 ) of form ( 19) . One possiblechoice of
the branch cut and the three contours is shown in Fig. 2.
Then the complete solution of (8) is
a) = ah +Pv, + v3,
(20)
where Ui correspond to integrals of form ( 19) along corresponding contours and a, ,B,and y are constants depending
on the boundary conditions at f: 00.When the generalsoIution u(s) is known, the electromagnetic field Ecan be found
directly from the secondequation in (8).
Now we shall proceed to the connection formulas
betweenthe asymptotic solutions at * 00,which are directly related to the transmission, reflection, and mode conversion problems, which are of practical importance. In the
asymptotic limits the various integrals in (20) can be evaluated explicitly, We give the details of these calculations in
the Appendix and here present only the final results.
First, for U>O (the ballistic mode propagatesin the
positive s direction) and R > 0, we find
E(s-+ + co ) = - (21rR /e)exp( 3qY4 + iiJ/2R)

(16)
-

ikUV+

Rc=
dk

X [ (/3/r-

-ie*A.

The function A can be eliminated from Rq. ( 16) and the
resulting equation for V has the solution
V= exp[i@(k)],

(17)

where
<P(k) = Uk2/2R + (7/2)ln[(k

- l)/(k

,

(14)

where Ma,b are known transformation matrices for pairwise
couplings’at the corresponding crossings. Equations ( 14)
yield the connection formulas betweenthe unknown fields at
s = & CO.The necessary condition for such a simplified
two-point conversion approach, basedon the spatial separation of the mode transformation events, is the requirement
that point s = 0 be far enough from the crossings. More
precisely, the two-mode interaction width’” L = ( U/R ) “2
must be much shorter than the distance 2U/R betweenthe
crossings,i.e., (R /U) I” 4 1. This condition cannot be fulfilled for arbitrary U and one must solve the problem by
other means. Nevertheless, the direct solution of Eq. (8)
(see below) shows that, despite the formal violation of the
above-mentionedinequality for small valuesof U, the heuristic two-step approach still yields the correct transformation
coeficients (seethe discussion at the end of Sec.III), so that
in this respect the requirement (R /U) *‘2 ( 1 basedon the
spatial separation arguments is not needed.
The method applied below in solving Eq. (8) is basedon
the Laplace transform technique. We write the fields in the
form
E(s) =

ImK

+ I)]

(18)

and therefore

Xexp(

m --+---co)=

)exp( -is)

+ (y/r.+ )

+ is) I,

(21)

- (27rR /e)exp(rv/4

+ iU/2R)

X{[(a+P)/r-

]exp( -is)

+ [(a + 74/r+

]exp( + iNI,

u(s--r + CC) ={a+/?‘[1

(221

-exp(q)]}[2rrR/Ul”2

Xexp( - iR$/ZU-

3&/4),

(23)

u(s-r - co) =(a+Y[1-exp(rrrl)l}12rrR/U[*‘2
exp[i(Q - ks)]dk.
(19)
s
Equation ( 18”,shows that Vvanishes as one approachesinfinityalongthelinesk = Ik lexp[i(r/4
+ m)],O<
Ik I< 00
in the complex k plane, where various values of integer n
correspond to different Riemann sheets which are introducedin view of the branch points of d>at k = + 1. It can be
seen that, generally, there is a total of three independent
u(s) =

26
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X exp ( - iRs2/2 U - 3?ri/4),
(24)
where I’ f. = l?( &- i$2)/exp[ ( _+iT/2)ln(2/s/) ] and Iris
the gamma function. As an application of theseresults, consider the situation where v( - 00) = 0 and at f 60 there is
no term of E propagating in the negative s direction [the
term proportional to exp ( - is) vanishes], In this case [see
Eqs. (21) and (24)]:
L. Friedland and D. Cohen
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/3=0,

a=

-y[l

-exp(v)]

(25)

and therefore, according to Eqs. (21)-( 23))
E( + 00) = - (27rRy/ef’+)exp(31n7/4 + iU/2R
E( - 03) = (2rrRy/e)exp(&4
+ iU/2R)
XC[l-exp(rrr])l[exp(

x

+ is),

-k)l/r(26)

- [exp(q + W l/r + 1,
u( + 03) = -y[l -exp(v)](2?rR/U)“*
Xexp( - iR$/2U--

3n-i/4).

By identifying the terms in (26) proportional to exp( f is)
as the positive and negative waves (E, ), we can find the
transmission, reflection, and the mode conversion coefficients in the problem
f*=
IE+( + c.cI)/E+( - a,)(*=exp( -rrt;r),
.%‘*= IE-(
%*=

- co)/E+(

(U/2)lu(

- a#=

+ COVE,

(-

(27)

(1 -f?“,
~4j’=%‘(l-~*),

and, as expected, y + 5?* + V2 = 1.
Similarly, if the negative electromagnetic wave is excited at + to and, as before, there is no source for the positive
wave and for the ballistic mode at - UI, we have y = a = 0
[see Bqs. (22) and (24) ] and therefore
E( + CD) = - (2?rRp/C-

)exp(3q/4+
iU/2R -is),
)exp(q/4 + iU/2R -is),

E( - CO) = (2nRp/&‘v( + W) =p[l
-exp(q)](2rR/U)“’

Xexp( - iR$/2U3?ri/4).
The transformation coefficients in this caseare
y=

IE-(

- CO)/E-(

S?‘=

IE+( + co)/E.-(

%“=

(U/2)lu(

+ co)l*=exp(

(28)

(29)

+ co)l’=

1-f’.

Thus we conclude that indeed, the problem considered here
yields the same transmission and reflection coefficients as in
the original Budden tunneling problem with the flux conservation law restored by the presenceof the ballistic channel.
Note also that the various mode transformation coefficients
do not depend on the value of the velocity U of the ballistic
mode. This fact is also evident when the phase spaceis subject to a metaplectic transformation, as discussedin Ref. 11.
Next we present the results for UC 0 and R > 0:
E(s+ + 03) = - (27rR /e)exp(3&4
+ iU/2R)
x

[(r/r-

+ w/r;

)exp( - is)
)exp( + is)],

E(s-+ - Co) = - (2rR /e)exp(m/rl

(a + yvr:
+ [(a +mr;

xC[

u(s-+ + 03) ={a+/3[1

]exp( + is>), (31)
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--a*E
a2

-=

(33)

(34)

V, $+iw,u=

-wPE,

where w, (z) = eB,(z)/mc
cyclotron
are local

and wP = (4ne2No/m) “2
and plasma frequencies,
E= (e/mc*)(E,
+iE,,)
and u= (w,/c*)(v, +iu,,) are
normalized electromagnetic field and transverse velocity
perturbations. Seeking harmonic solutions of ( 34))
[$i;]

= [ftI;]exp(

(35)

-id,

we arrive at the system

(36)
V @+i(o
‘dz

’

-w)u=

--w

PE’

or, finally, by transforming to a new independent variable
s = wz/c and defining U = VJc and E = iw,/w:
us

]exp( -is)

3ri/4),

exp ( - iR2/2 U + 3+/4),

d*E
?+E=a

+ iU/2R)

-exp(ny)]}l2rR/Ul”*

Xexp( - iR?/2U+
27

(30)

/U(“*

where I?* = I?( f iT/2)/exp[( f iq/2)ln(2(sl)].Theanalysis similar to the above shows that in the casewhen only
one of the electromagnetic channels is excited we have precisely the same transformation coefficients y and 5%”as in
(27), or (29) depending on the direction of the incidence of
the electromagnetic wave. As before, the ballistic mode
(now propagating in the negative s direction) carries the
remainder of the total flux in the system.
We conclude this section by presenting an example from
Ref. 10 of a physical problem leading to Eq. (8). The unperturbed equilibrium in this example is that of a cold electron
beam propagating along a magnetic field B,,(z)e, varying
along the direction e, of the field. This configuration corresponds to the caseof the beam propagation along the axis of
an axisymmetric magnetic mirror and when the transverse
dimensions and velocity of the beam are sufficiently small to
neglect the effects of the radial component of the guide magnetic field. Thus, in the equilibrium, we assume constant
velocity V,e. and density N,, of the beam. Now we perturb
the system by a perpendicular electromagnetic field E, (z,t)
and consider the resulting evolution of the perturbations.
The details of this example can be found in Ref. 10 and here,
for completeness, we just present some of the results. It is
shown in Ref. 10 that the perturbed linearized system of
equations describing the problem is

$+

-m),

+ co)(*=O,

+ co)/E-(

u(s-+ - oo) = {a + y[ 1 - exp(m?)l]l2rR

(32)

Udu+i
z

(a, -a)
0

(37)
u = - PE.

Therefore, for w, varying linearly in the vicinity of the cyclotron resonance,i.e., (w, - w ) /III = Rs, we indeed obtain the
system (8) with V,I= (o,/w)~/R.
L. Friedland and D. Cohen
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III. GENERALIZED COUPLING

dZ;

In this section we consider situations describedby more
generalsystemsof form ( 10). This system is an approximation to certain casesof mode couplings found in the process
of congruent reduction’ of multicomponent Hermitian
problems. In seekingpairwise mode couplings in such cases
( usually fluid models) , one typically reducesthe problem to
the solution of the second-orderequation (we consider the
one-dimensionalcase,for simplicity)

aD.dA+~~.A=O.
’
dk

(38)
. I

dz

where A is the amplitude of the two component vector field
A, (z)expli$(z)l}T.
Z = {A, Wexp[W)l,
The dispersionmatrix D ( k,z) is Hermitian and has the form

4 (kz)

D=

p .
(kz)I

(39)

D,
/J*
Here k = d$/dz, functions D i,z are slowly varying with z, in
the sense that if K(Z) denotes the solutions of
D,,, [K(z),z] = 0, then the quantity

$5

[InK(

=e JD,

2
(

2%

>

is small and of 0( S), where S Q 1 is a dimensionlessinhomogeneity parameter. Finally, p in Eq. (39) is a small [of
O(6) 1 coupling constant. Equation (38) describesthe pairwise mode conversionphenomenontaking placein the vicinity of points in the phasespace (k,,z,) such that D, and D2
vanish simultaneously (the crossingpoints of curves D, = 0
and D, = 0 in the phasespace).
Consider now the casewhen D, is independentof z and
has only two real zeros, i.e.,
D, =F(k)(k-k,)(k-k,),

(401

whereF (k) does not vanish for real k. Supposealso that D2
is linear in both k and z:
D, = Vk+pz.

(41)

In this case we obviously have two crossing points in the
phasespace:(k,,z, = - E&/p) and {k,Jb = - Vk,/p).
In the vicinity of each of thesecrossingswe can write a system of form (38). For instance, around point a, we set
k = k, in (38) and obtain
v

dAY

-+&A;
= dz
dA ;
V --+-i(Vk,
dz

(42)
+&*A;

=0,

or

exp(ik,z).

Now, in order to describethe fields uniformly throughout the whole phase space,we combine systems (43) and
(44) into one. In other words, we shall find a system of
equations,which, in the vicinity of the crossings,yields Eqs.
(43) and (44). For this, we first interpret Z f and Z i in the
first equations in (43) and (44) as realizations of the same
single function Z2 in the vicinity of two distinct crossing
points, and consequentlyrewrite theseequationsby omitting
indices a and b in the right-hand sides
dZ:

v, ( --&--

ik,Z;’

v

ik,Zf

dzi’
-b ( dz

= -ipZ,,

>

(45)
= -ipZ,.

>

We now view I$ (45 ) as describingcouplings betweenthree
modes Z 1;) Z f, and Z, and assumethat theseequationsare
valid in the whole region of interest. Second,we consider the
secondequationsin systems(43 ) and (44) as local approximations of the following single equation
vdzz
+ ipzZ, = - ip*CZf
dz

+ Zf),

(46)

which again is viewed as valid everywhere in the region of
interest, Note, that in obtaining E?q.(46) we simply added
the rapidly oscillating and therefore decoupled fields Z f or
Z f in the right-hand sides of the second equations in (43)
and (44)) respectively,without affecting the solutions for Z,
in the vicinity of the crossings. Equations (45) and (46)
describethe desiredthree coupled mode interactions and are
equivalent to Eqs, (IO). Indeed, (45) and (46) transform
into ( 10) by assuming V, > 0, k, > kb, writing
v= - P 1vb I, and introducing the following changesof variables and notations:
exp[ - i(k, + kb)z/2],
E+- = (KG?
E, = (,j-j%-l)Zf exp[ - i(k, + kb)d2],
v= Z,/(&)exp[

- i(k, + k,)z/2],

E- =p(k,Vb)-“2,

E,
R=p/k,,

(47)

=,u(k,V,)-I”,
U=k,V,

and k, = (kn - k6)/2.
At this point we proceed to the solution of the generalized problem ( 10). To this end we Laplace transform this
system yielding
(k-

l)A-

= -GE_ V,

(481

(43)
= - @*Zf,

where V, =F(k,)(k,
-kb)
and Zy,, =A1,2 exp(ik,z).
Similarly, in the vicinity of the secondcrossing
28

vdZi’
+ iJzZ,b = - &*Zf,
dz
where V, =F(k,)(k,
-k,)
andZf,, =A,,,

(k+ $)A. =E+ V,

dzy
v, ( -dz
dZ;
V4- ipzZ;
dz

= - ipZg,

ik,ZI;

s= V(k, +kb)/2R+k,z,

=0,
+pz)Ag

v, -( dz
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-ikUV+R$=

-i(@+A+

+@-A-),

whereA f and Vare the transforms of E, and v, respectively. Thus we can eliminate A * from the problem, and solve
for V
L. Friedland and D. Cohen
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V= exp[i*‘(k)],
(49)
where
a’ = Uk */2R - ?I+ ln(k + 1) + v- ln(k - 1) (50)
with v* = IE* I’/R . Comparison with Eq. (18) shows
that mathematically the system ( 10) is very similar to (8)
and the inversion of the transforms proceeds similarly. The
basic contours of integration in the complex k plane are the
same as shown in Fig. 2. We still have two branch points at
k = f 1, and the only difference is the value of the coefficients v* at each of the branch points. In the symmetric
coupling case [ Eq. (8) ] we had ~7+ = 7 _ = 77/2.Thus by
writing again the full solution in form (20) and identifying
constants fi and y as coming with integrals around branch
points with different values of 7, we can write the solutions
similar to Eqs. (21)-(24):
E,

(s-* + 00) = - (27rR/~+

Xexp(Sv+
E-(s-++cx,)=

>(y/I?+

/2 - rrr]- + iU/2R

- (27rR/~-

>(B/I--

X exp(2w + -qE, (s - - 03) = - WR/E+
Xexp(3q+

1
+ is),
(51)

)
/2 -I- iU/2R

)[(a++Y)/r+
/2-q-

-is),
(52)

]

+ iU/2R

f is),

(53)
E- (s-t - 03) = - (27rR/~Xexp(2q
+ iU/2R

u0-t ‘t 00) =Ca+B[l

l[(a+P)/r-

]

+ - 3~ _ /2
- is),

(54)

-exp(2q-

)]>

X I27rR /U 1“‘exp [ - iRs2/2 U - 3+/4
+ (rl+
u(s-+ - co) =Ca+y[l

-v-

)(2r-ilnlRs/Ul)],

-expGbq+

(55)

)]I

X I27rR /U 11’2exp[ - iR2/2 U - 3&/4
+ (v+

- 1?- )(r-

ilnlRs/UI)],

(56)

where now
rk = r( f iv* )/exp[ f i(rlT ln 2 + 7% lnlsl)].
Then,incaseu( - CO)=E- (f CO)=O,wehave
fi=O,
a= --y[l-exp(2q+
(57)
I]
yielding, after some algebra,
f2=

IE+( + m)/E+(

- edI2

=exp( -277-v+>,
.9P2= ]E-(

- co>/E+(

- cdl2

=[l-exp(-22rrrl+)][l-exp(-2~r]-)],
(5W
v2=

Ulu( + co,)/E+( - co)12

=exp( -2q)[I -exp( -2v+
)],
and, of course, p + s2 f g2 = 1. A similar calculation
shows that for p < 0, or k, < kb,

F=exp(

-2ml+

>,

.9f2=o,

Ce2= 1 -exp(

(58b)

-22m]+ ).

We conclude this section by observing that although the
coefficients (58) are the results of the exact asymptotic solution of the model equations, the same formulas can be obtained from the heuristic two-step linear conversion model
(see the discussion at the beginning of Sec. II). Indeed, if we
again refer to Fig. 1(a) and assume that one can formally
treat the crossing events at points a and b independently,
then the transmission coefficient of mode E + (excited at
S= - 00) through crossing a is now (see Ref. 8)
+ ), i.e., exactly the expressionfor y as
of-: = exp( - 27~77
given in Eqs. (58a). The conversion coefficient to mode u at
point a is 1 - %‘a. This mode propagates further to point b
[see Fig. 1(a) ] and is transmitted through this crossing with
the transmission coefficient’ yb = exp( - 27rq_ ), while
the rest of the conserved flux, i.e., the fraction
( 1 - /; ) ( 1 - Fb ) or the original flux, is mode converted
at point b into the reflected channel (mode E _ ). This is
exactly the reflection coefficient in (58a). Similar heuristic
arguments yield Eqs. ( 58b) for p < 0, or if one first excites
mode E _ at s = + 00. Thus, we conclude that our exact
solutions justifv the use of the heuristic two-step mode conversion approach, despite the fact that when the ballistic
velocity U decreases,the crossings a and b approach each
other in s space and cannot be formally viewed as independent. The reason for the apparent applicability of the heuristic approach is, in our opinion, the fact that although the two
crossings in Fig. 1 (a) may be very close to each other in the s
space,they are still well separated in the k space.Therefore,
we believe, that a different approach to the problem, based
on a phasespaceformalism, will allow to resolve the applicability paradox of the two-step approach, while here we justified this approach by solving the higher-order problem exactly and comparing the results. Finally, we must mention
that the heuristic resolution of a higher-order mode transformation problem into a pair of spatially coinciding mode conversion events simplifies the solution considerably and, as
such, was used previously in a number of applications.”
Therefore, now we are more confident in the validity of this
approach.
IV. EXAMPLE OF GENERALIZED COUPLING: ICRF
MINORITY HEATING FOR ARBITRARY DIRECTION OF
IV%l

As an example of the generalized coupling described by
equations of form (10) [or, alternatively, Eqs. (45) and
( 46 ) 1, we consider the problem of minority (hydrogen) ion
heating in a deuterium (the majority) plasma at the cyclotron resonance w = Cl,“. We are especially interested in the
situation, when there exists a nonvanishing component of
the gradient of the cyclotron frequency CIy along the direction of the background magnetic field, i.e., B0 lVJB,I # 0.
The case of purely perpendicular gradients ( B, l V IB, I = 0)
is presently well understood,‘3 while, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no analytic theory for B, l V IB, ( # 0 case.
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The starting point of our example is a slightly modified
cold fluid limit of the Hermitian multispecies model of
Ref.14, where we neglect the pressure tensor contribution
for all plasma components (electrons and deuterium and
hydrogen ions). At the same time, being interested in the
resonant interaction of the cold magnetosonic wave with the
minority ions (o z OF), we add a small longitudinal velocity
v;= uB,/IB, 1= ue, (U = const) to the minority fluid.
The speedII is assumedto be sufficiently small to neglect all
the nonresonantcontributions to linearized equations due to
V,“, as, for example, the first-order Lorentz force
(e/c)VFX B, , or the perturbed current eV$y. Finally,
since, by assumption, Vt is not only small, but also a slowly
varying vector, we shall neglect all the derivatives d V,“,/aX,
in our model. Thus, we are left with the term
(V:*V) Vy = u 6’V~/C%Zin the linearized equation of motion for the minority ions as the only addition to the cold
fluid limit of Ref. 14. Equivalently, the modified model of
this section is obtained by replacing the wave frequency o in

the unreduced dispersion matrix elements of Ref. 14 [Eq.
(3) in that work] associatedwith the minority fluid equation of motion, by the Doppler-shifted frequency w - k, u.
The reduction of order of the underlying equations then proceedssimilarly to that of Ref, 14, but with the replacement
w JW - k, u in proper dispersion matrix elements at all reduction steps, The problem then reduces to the final secondorder system describing the evolution of the components a _
andv+, [as in Ref. 14, we use the conventional basevectors
e, = (I/&)(e,
f ie,,) and e, = B,/IB,I of the amplitudes of the normalized wave electric field cE, /(47r) 1’2and
minority velocity perturbation ( nHmH ) “‘Vy]. In our case
this system is [compare to Eqs. (24) of Ref. 141:

(L!p).(L?$)
(.fj$-)f%)+i(Duti+

+i(D,a-

fav,
-aa-)

) =O,
=0,

(59’

where

J
D, =

w:

- I)/(1 -02/R,D2) +N,2[2/(1-02/fL,D2)
-iq
+ N,2 - wg2*/szp(n~
+ cd)]
4 p:/2

-jq

I

D, = to - k,u - n,H)/w,
a = iw,/w,

(60)
I

where tiH,b = ( 4rrn,,,e2/m,,,
) “*, nHvD are the equilibrium densitiesof the minority and majority ions, respectively,
N = cA k/w, c, = flF/o, is the normalized AlfvCn speed
and the above-mentioned Doppler shift k, u appears in D, .
Supposenow, that we are in the vicinity of the cyclotron
resonance surface o = Qy and that the incident magnetosonic wave vector krNC and the geometry of the magnetic
field at the resonanceare as shown in Fig. 3. In other words,
for simplicity, we consider kiNC being in the B,, - V[B,I
plane, while the angle between B, and VfB,,l is arbitrary. We
also show in Fig. 3 the coordinate system (XJ) with the z
axis along the field B, and an additional coordinate system
(x’J’) with the x’ axis along VIB,[. Since, typically, the interaction between the magnetosonic wave and the minority
ions takes place in a small region around the cyclotron resonance surface, we assume that the variation of all equilibrium plasma parameters in this region, except of the magnitude of the magnetic field, can be neglected. Then the
amplitudes a _ and v+ are functions of x’ only,
and
k, = const.
Also,
k = kx.eX, + k,, e,
k, = k, sin 0 + k,. cos 8, where ~9is the angle between the
x axis and VIB,I. Thus, we can rewrite the second equation
of (59) as

+px’+P’)v,
Ud‘A+i(U’k,
dx’
where U’= - (u/w)sin6and,?3’=

=iaa-,

(62)

- (k,u/w)cos8.
Next we proceed to the first equation in (59). For this
we first examine the local dispersion relation D, = 0 at
0 = Gt,H,i.e.,
N:(1+3N:)-(l-33N,2)(1I-N,2)=0,
(63)
which happens to be the dispersion relation of the cold magnetosonic wave at the (minority) resonancein a pure deuterium plasma. The dependenceof N, on N, as given by Eq.

-- u sine- do+
0
dx’
+

i(w - 0; - k,.u cos 0w

k,u sin c~)u,

=iaa(61)

or, by expanding around the resonancew - &XX,”
= 0,0x’[the
constant p being - ( l/w )d@?dx’ at the resonance]
30
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FIG. 3. Magneticfield geometry and local coordinates (x,11 and (x’,z’),
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(63) is shown in Fig. 4. We observethat the curve in Fig. 4 is
symmetric around the axis N, = 0, N, = 0. Nevertheless
for a given Nti (the component of N that remains unchanged
in the mode transformation process) there generally exist
two asymmetric solutions for N,, . The first corresponds to
the incident wave ( NrNCin Fig. 4) while the second is associated with a new (reflected) magnetosonic wave generated
in the resonanceregion. We seein the figure that, in contrast
to the case 8= 0 (B,*V]B,( = 0), generally, lNREFl
# ]NrNC].Also NREFand NINC may both belong to the same
quadrant of the (x,z> coordinate system, or even coincide for

D=

- k:NC)(kx+ - k:EF)

F(k,.)(k,

a*

certain critical incident directions. Thus, in the vicinity of
the resonance, the first equation in (59) becomes
aD,

aa-

rF+i(D”ax’

+a~+

D, =F(k,)(k,

-k;EF),

(65)

-k;?)(k,

Fis a nonvanishing function of k,. , and we neglect the variation of D, with x’. We notice that Eqs. (62) and (64) com-

prise the system of form (38) with A = (a _ ,v + ) and

1

a

(66)

’

r-~~ ~~ ~~ ~
This special form of the dispersion matrix indicates that we

f-‘=

encounter the generalized coupling problem (see the discus-

~~ ~

Ti,

c%‘2= (I-

sion in the previous section) characterized by Eqs. (45 ) and

We conclude this section by writing the formulas for the
transmission and reflection coefficients for the general 13case
[see Eqs. (58)]:

(64)

where D, can be expressedas

U’k,. +px’+P’

(46) [or, alternatively, Eq. (lo)], where k, = k L?, k,
= k ?“‘,
V,,, = F (k,,, > (k,b - k,, L V = U’, p = a,
Z a*b= &lb , Z = u + , and the independent variable z corresponds to x’ + B ‘/p.

) =o,

s-p=

Tf)(l

-T;),

(6W

1 -p-92,

or
f2

= Tz,,

9T2=o,

(67b)

ce’=l--y,
depending on whether k, is larger or smaller than kb . The
parameters ?“a,bin (67) are
TE.b = eXp( - 2?ni&/a2pl va,61).
(68)
Expressions (68) can be also written in a more convenient
form. First, we observe that V,,, are projections of the vectors V,, = aD,/a k (evaluated at kn,b) on the direction of
VIB,( (thex’axis),i.e.,wecanwrite V,,, = IaD, /dk(cos a,
where Q>is the angle between V.,b and the x’ axis. Furthermore, we can also write V,,, = laD,/ak, lcos @/cos Y,
where \I! is the angle between Va,b and the x axis (direction
perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field). Thus
Tz,b = ( Tfo,b ) lcos%dcos%i,
(69)
where
.

(70)

The last expression is obviously the transmission coefficient
one would find if IB,( would have a purely perpendicular
gradient (in the x direction) and the wave vector k would
correspond to either k, or k,. Furthermore, the differentiation of D, [see Eq. (60) ] yields after some algebra

a00-

2c(l +N:)2

ak
/

NREF

c:coDN:

Thus, finally,
(72)
This result for the perpendicular gradient case is well
known.13 Also, an expression identical to (67) for the transmission of the magnetosonic wave through the resonancein
the case of an arbitrary angle 8 was derived previously by
Tf = exp[ - m,nHIN~~/2cnDp(N~

FIG. 4. The dependence
of N,

on N, for the magnetosonicwave.For given
vector NrNc characterizingthe incident wave,there is an asymmetricsolution NREF representing the reflected magnetosonic wave. The Nt components of the two waves are equal. For two special incidence directions
NINC = NR=,

(71)

*
+ l)‘].
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FIG. 5. The dependenceof the transmission, conversion, and reflection coefficients on the N, component of the incident
V&/:(a) 0 = ~-r/6and (b) 8 = 7r/3. The dashed lines represent B = 0 case.In all cases570DnH/2nDp= 0.5.

using the warm fluid description of the problem, but neglecting the streaming of the minority ions.14Therefore, the present theory supports the previous results for y, and, for the
first time, yields an analytic expression for the reflection
coefficient for an arbitrary geometry of the magnetic field.
We demonstratethese results in Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (b), showing the dependenceof the transmission, conversion, and reflection coefficients given by Eqs. (67) on NfNC for three
anglesB = O,n-/6,1r/3.For detlniteness,we set roD nH/2nD
p = 0.5 in thesecalculations. We seein the figures that even
for 0 = ?r/6 the results deviate significantly from the 0 = 0
case.The characteristic vanishing of the transmission at certain valuesof N iNc is due to the infinite value of the exponent
cos Y/cos Q,in E,q. (69) at points wherecos Q, = 0. At these
points the group velocity of the incident wave is perpendicular to VIB,I ( V, = 0) and therefore the incident wave stays

0.2

wavefor three directions of

in resonancewith the ballistic channel and completely transforms to other modes. We recall now that
V = F (k,, ) (k, b - k,, ) , where F (k,,, ) does not vanis;fThus V, = Oohly when k, = kb. But vb in this casealso
vanishes and therefore Ti = 0, This demonstratesthat if
one approachessuch a point from the k, 7 k, direction,
T24,
R ‘_t 1, C2-+0. In contrast, if k, +kb, but so that
k,<kb,T2-0,R2--*0,C2+1.Wecanobservethischaracteristic dependencein the cases shown in Figs. 5(a) and
S(b).
We conclude this section with a few remarks about the
thermal erects in the problem. In deriving the transport
coefficients (67) we made the cold beam assumptionfor the
axial velocities of the minority ions. In reality, one of course
has some thermal spreadin the direction of the guide field.
Nevertheless,as the assumedstreaming velocity u decreases,
L. Friedland and D. Cohen
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the model can be viewed as an approximation of the actual
case in the limit of small thermal velocities of the minority
ions. Since the transmission and reflection coefficients derived here are independent of 11,we expect the same results to
be applicable in the small thermal spread limit. Nevertheless, the asymptotic evolution of the kinetic gyroballistic
modes, even in the small thermal spread case, may differ
significantly from that in the cold beam minority ions model.
We plan to addressthis more complex issuein future studies.
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APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC

LIMITS

(Al)
+p3u-+
f co).
The asymptotic limits u,,~(s+ + 00) and vz(s-+ - CO) in
(A 1) can be found directly (seebelow). In order to evaluate
theremainingfunctions [v,,,(s+ - (x,) andu,(s+ + CX,)],
we define additional integrals uM of form ( 19) taken along
the contours C, shown in Fig. 6. The integrals of interest
[u,,~ (s--r - 00) and u2(s-+ + CO)] can then be found with
the help of u&g by using the Cauchy integral theorem, i.e.,
‘-+ =u5 +u, -4,,
uz = U-I + u4 + ‘J],
= us - 06 - t+,.

h(k) = + - ks = Uk2/2R i- (v/2)

Xln[(kl)/(k+
l)] -ks
(A3)
for large IsI, we find a saddle point k, = Rs/U + 0( l/s) on
the real k axis. Consequently we can reduce the asymptotic
expressionsfor ui and u7ass -+ + 00 and for vg,usas s --+- CO
by deforming the corresponding contours in a way so that
they passthrough the saddle point along the steepestdescent
direction, i.e., at the angle s-/4 + nrr to the real k axis. The
integration then yields
u1 0-t

-I- 00 1

= (2?rR/Uj”=

exp( - iR.?/2U - ivU/Rs

- 3ri/4),

Us5cs 4 - co)

In order to derive the asymptotic formulas for the field
u(s) as ISI+ 03, we start from the general solution (20),
yielding
u(s+ f 00) =cq(s+
f co) +&(s-+
f 00)

u3

The asymptotic expressionsfor integrals u,, u6,v,, and v, in
(Al ) and (A2) can be derived by the steepest descent
method. Indeed, by considering the function in the exponent
of the integrand in Eq. ( 19)

(A21

= 12n-R /U (‘I2 exp( - iRs2/2U-

ivU/Rs

+ ni/4),

+ co)

u-I(s-+

= 127rR/U[ I” exp( - iR$/2U

- ivU/Rs

+ 7W4 + 7q),
v, (s -+-co)
= 12rR /U I”= exp( - iR.?/2U - ivU/Rs
(A4)
Since at the branch points k = -& 1 we have a logarithmic singularity, the steepestdescent method is inapplicable
for calculating the remaining four integrals (v2,u3,u4,and
v5), and we use a different approach. We present the details
of calculations for v, only, while the rest of the integrals are
found similarly. The integral v, can be evaluated by deforming the contour C, into the contour C,, + C46,as shown in
Fig. 7(a). The contour C,, does not contribute to the integral, so that u4 = u46.At this stage, since the main contribution to the integral ue6comes from the vicinity of the singular
point k = 1, we expand the exponent in the integrand in
powers of (k - 1) and neglect the second- and higher-order
terms. The result is
- 377774+ q).

u4

= exp - is+g-yln2
(
Xldbdkexp[
+:ln(k-

>

-i(k-

l)(s-i-2)

l)].

(A51

substituting
k- 1 =texp( -d/2)/
Now,
by
(s - U/R + 17/4) into the integral in ( A5 ) , we transform it
into the well-known Hankel’s contour integral15
1
(-t)-‘exp(-f)dt
(Iz~<~),
-=&
sC
l-(z)
(A61

FIG. 6. Auxiliary contours in the complex k plane.
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where l? is the gamma function and the contour C is shown
in Fig. 7 (b) . Thus, we obtain
L. Friedland and D. Cohen
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(a)

we write the linal asymptotic result for the ballistic field
u(s):
w--r + co> = (a+8)u,b
-I- 00) +Pu,(s--* -I- co),
- a) -yu,(s-+ - co).
v(s-+ - co) = - (a+Y)@,(S-*

(b)

(A91
Rek

-

Also, on using the second equation in ( 8)) we can now find
the asymptotics for the electromagnetic field E

+Re+

I-W-

+ 00 1 = (R [s[/d [BJ, (s--r + 0~1

+ co)],
- (R fsl/e> [ (Q.+ ,@, (s-+ - 001
+p3@-9

E(s-+-co)=
FIG. 7. Deformed contours for evaluating the contribution of the vicinity of
the branch points. (a) Contours in the k plane. (b) Hankel’s integral contour in the I plane.

u4(s+

+ a,) = - [277-m-y - i7#?/2)]

Xexp[ - is + iU/2R

- (h7/2)

Xln(2s) + 397-q/4].
(A71
In the cases < 0 [s = (s(exp( - ni) 1, we deal with the integral u2in the same way as with uqabove, except the contour
C, is now deformed toward the positive imaginary k axis.
The remaining integrals ugand usare also found similarly by
expanding around the second branch point k = - 1. The
results of these calculations are
- i?#7/2)]
+(s-+ - co) = [2n/js[rY
xexp[ -is+
XW+l)
v~(s+

-k 4

=

-

iU/2R

[277hr(i7j~2)i

Xln(W
-

4

=

- (iqY2)

+ ~14.1,

xexp[is + iU/2R
u,(s+

f (i71/2)

+ 377-y/41,

(A81

[2T/l+-(i9j/2)]
Xexp[is + iU/2R
XW+(

+ (iljr/2)

1 -I- q/41.

Now, going back to Eq. (Al ) [using (A2) when necessary]

34

+ (~-t-y)UsCS--+ - co)],
(A103
Finally, the substitution of the expressions ( A4), ( A7 ) , and
(AS) for various integrals ui in Eqs. (A9) and (AlO) yields
the desired asymptotic results (21)-(24).
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